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Sub: 39ft Telecom Standard Committee (TCSC) Meeting.

Ref: Director General/Telecom/RDso, Lucknow letter no. STT/G ITCSC-39152

dated 27.06.2017 
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With reference above the items/suggestion by NWR for the agenda items for

proposed 39th TCSC meeting are herewith being submitted as enclosed.

DA: As above (2 Pages)
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Items suqqested bv NWR for 39th Telecom Standard Gommittee

1. LED type coach guidance system covered under RDSO specification

RDSO/SPN/TC/61 t2012 (Rev 3.0) and RDSO/SPN/TC/61i2015 (Rev 4)

Amdt.-1

Large no. of stations are being provided stoppage of long distance trains as

well as upgradation of stations is being done. Also conventional/old coach

guidance systems are required to be replaced with suitable coach guidance

system due to non availability of spares/obsolescence. There is thus much

requirement of the coach guidance system on the railways.

However, cost of LED based coach guidance system covered under

RDSO/SpN/TC/61/2012 (Rev 3.0) and RDSO/SPN/TC/61 12015 (Rev 4) is

very high and does not appear to be reasonable, which is a source of criticism

by administration as well as users, lt is therefore suggested that:-

(i) RDSO should approve more vendors of coach guidance system so as

to encourage better competition & obviation of near monopolistic

situation, to bring down the rates.

(ii) RDSO riid! also considei' develcping eccncmica! ccach guiCance

system for less important (category B and C) stations with option to

choose as an independent compatible item to the approved

specification of RDSO.

2. Locking arrangement in Emergency socket box as per RDSO spec no'

RDSO/SPNtTCl44l2002 is having following problems:

(i) The fixing arrangement is not strong enough, in many cases it broke

while fixing.

(ii) The loCking arrangement has no security feature. lt can be opened by

any passerbY.

. Design needs to be modjfied.

3. Suggestions regarding Electronic LC gate telephone system (RDSO

specification No. RDSO/SPN/TC/51 12011 Rev 3. Amdt.1 ):

(i) lt should have a feature of centralized network monitoring for storage of

voice data as well as for fault diagnosis.



(ii) Master phone of Epsilon make frequently goes to hanging mode

causing disruptions in communication, also there had been occasions

when recorded voice could not be retrieved.

(iii) Gate phone of Sirveen make have very low buzzer volume and

therefore found to be inaudible to gateman on many occasions. Also

volume control is digital, it needs to be made manual for convenience

cf usei's.

4. Suggestions regarding PDMUX:

(i) presenfly NMS for PDMUX is different for different manufacturer. NMS

needs to be made compatible for all the manufacturers/platforms so

that all equipments can be monitored from same platform.

(ii) Since features of PDMUX are different for different manufacturers, it is

not possible to replace one PDMUX by another PDMUX in a section,

Compatibility needs to be ensured for different manufacturers so that

dependency upon the manufacturer is minimised'

(iii) Offline memory shall be a part of network monitoring system, so as to

help in diagnosis of faults.

(iv) power supply monitoring of OFC repeater station shall be integral part

of NMS.

5. Suggestions regarding STM:

(i) presenily NMS for STM is different for different manufacturer. NMS

needs to be made compatible for all the manufacturers/platforms so

that all equipments can be monitored from same platform.

(ii) Since features of STM are different for different manufacturers, it is

not possible to replace one STM by another STM in a section,

Compatibility needs to be ensured for different manufacturers so that

dependency upon the manufacturer is minimised.

(iii) Offline memory shall be a part olnEtwort< monitoring system, so as io

help in diagnosis of faults.


